ROLL OF THUNDER, HEAR MY CRY

Setting and Historical Context

Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry is set in Mississippi during the Great Depression in the
early 1930’s. In the South at this time, although slavery had ended, racism was very
prominent. National and local laws (called Jim Crow laws) were enforcing racial segregation and deemed black Americans “separate but equal” to white Americans. This
means that the law allowed - or required, in some places - segregation of schools,
public places (such as restaurants and restrooms), and public transportation. Unfortunately, white Americans’ conditions were consistently better than black Americans.
In the 1930’s, many black families in the South became tenant farmers on farms
owned by white families. The landowner took a large percentage of the crops and
the tenant farmer survived on what remained. Black families owning their own land,
like the Logan family in the play, was unique and seen as threatening to racist white
families.

About the Author

Our play is based on an award
winning novel by Mildred D. Taylor.
Taylor herself was born in Mississippi in the 1940’s but only lived
there a short while. Roll of Thunder is based on family stories she
heard while growing up, specifically
her father’s experiences in the
South. Here is an excerpt from the
Author’s Note in the novel.
“By the fireside in our northern home or in the South where I
was born, I learned a history not then written in books but one
passed from generation to generation on the steps of moonlit
porches and beside dying fires in one-room houses, a history
of great-grandparents and of slavery and of the days following
slavery; of those who lived still not free, yet who would not let
their spirits be enslaved… [my father] taught me of myself, of
life. He taught me of hopes and dreams. And he taught me the
love of words. Without his teachings, without his words, my
words would not have been.”

Segregation

One of the main themes of the book is
injustice. In the Historical Context section
we learned about segregation. In the
play, white students attend a different
school than the black students. In the
schoolroom scene, we learn that the
black students receive old, dilapidated
books from Jefferson Davis (the white
school) after they are done using them.
“Year 1930, condition: new. Assignment: white.
1931, condition: good. Assignment: white.
1933…Fair…white.
1934, very poor. Assignment: Nigra…”
Activity idea: The Logan children and other black students face many injustices – in their education,
social and economic life. Have your students meet in small groups and conduct an imaginary interview
with child characters about the injustices they face.
1.

Decide which characters to interview. Can decide how many are appropriate based on time.

2.

Create a list of questions to “ask”.

3.

Compose realistic answers based on what you saw in the play. Be sure to include the who, what,

when, why and where of events. The character’s feelings are especially important.
4.

Present the interview to the class as a news talk show interview or newspaper article.

Activity idea: Have your students write a personal letter to the Mississippi school board or to Mrs.
Crowder. Have them explain what they would do differently in the school system and give examples
of how to improve conditions for all students.

Civil Disobedience

“In my house we don’t shop at the Wallace store”
Although the phrase “civil disobedience” didn’t arise until the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960’s,
Mama and Papa Logan taught their children the way of peaceful resistance. This becomes clear early in
the play when Papa insists that the Logan family should not shop at the Wallace store, which a form of
protest called a boycott. The Logans and other black families decide to boycott the store because Mr.
Wallace was responsible for the persecution and murder of black man named John Barry.
Activity idea: Have your students write a speech designed to persuade the community to get involved
and create a solution. Incorporate aspects of civil disobedience.
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“The Night Mens”

The complete opposite of peaceful resistance is a group the
Logan children call “the night mens”. History tells us that these
groups of racist men were likely part of a “club” called the KKK
or Ku Klux Klan.
The KKK formed in the south in the wake of the Civil War and
the freeing of the slaves. They had a regeneration in the 1920s
and 30s, in part because of a growing sense among racist
whites that black people were making too much progress, and
that blacks and Jews were having too large of an influence on
American popular culture (they were also anti-Catholic).
As demonstrated in the play, the KKK violently terrorizes groups
or individuals whom they opposed, in the hopes of forcing them
into submission or retreat.
Activity idea: Write a diary entry from the point of view of Cassie,
Stacey or Little Man after the night when “the night mens” appear
at the Logan farm.

Protesters in Little Rock, AK, following the attempts
by the Little Rock Nine to integrate Central High
School in 1957. The black students who tried to
enroll had to be protected by National Guard troops
on their way in and out of the school.

Actual KKK garb on display at the
National Underground Railroad Museum
in Cincinnati. Note the Christian cross
emblem - like some of today’s terrorist
organizations, the KKK posited themselves
as religiously based, though clearly they
didn’t represent a majority view of other
Christians.

Conflict

Activity idea: While the Logan’s teach peaceful
ways to stand up to intolerance, we see many
instances of external conflict in the play.
Have your students pick a conflict and summarize
the incident from multiple characters’ perspectives. Include the actions, opinions and beliefs
that contribute to the conflict. Be sure to include
the resolution, if there is one.
Examples of conflict: Little Man standing up to
Mrs. Crowder, Cassie/Lillian Jean’s fight, TJ/Stacey fight about the crip sheet, incident with Cassie
and Mr. Simms in Wallace’s store, TJ getting hurt
by white night mens, etc.

Characters in ROLL OF THUNDER, HEAR MY CRY
Activity Idea: Have your students fill out a character description chart.
Character

Defining Trait

Cassie

Little Man

Stacey

T.J.

Mama Logan

Papa Logan

Lillian Jean Simms

Jeremy Simms

Uncle Hammer

Activity Idea: Create a character map of the protagonist Cassie and her journey throughout
the play. Example: Problems she faced, what she did about each problem, and how it helped
her grow
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